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Chapter 546  

 

She remembered that when Nash took this small brass cauldron, he  

 

said to the King of Medicine that he was taking the Divine Farmer’s  

 

Cauldron to help the world.  

 

She had initially thought Nash was just bluffing.  

 

Now it seemed…  

 

This thing really was the legendary Divine Farmer’s Cauldron.  

 

Unicorn blood!  

 

Divine Farmer’s Cauldron!  

 

It was truly overturning her own understanding!  

 

“You look like someone who hasn’t seen much of the world!”  

 

Nash casually glanced at Melody. “Stick with me… There’s a lot more  

 

to come that will challenge your beliefs.”  

 

Alchemy!  

 



That was just one of the many skills his master had taught him.  

 

He had also memorized a vast array of immortal techniques.  

 

“How conceited!” Melody rolled her eyes at Nash.  

 

“Confidence and conceit are two different things,” Nash chuckled in  

 

response.  

 

“Alright, alright, you’re the best. You’d better get on with your  

 

alchemy!” ____  

 

Melody reluctantly agreed.  

 

“It’s just a fact, isn’t it?”  

 

Nash muttered as he walked up to the Divine Farmer’s Cauldron.  

 

Following the technique he had in mind to control the Divine Farmer’s Cauldron, he infused two streams 

of true energy into its body.  

 

On the inner wall of the Divine Farmer’s Cauldron, mysterious and intricate golden lines appeared.  

 

Eight gold lines gathered toward the center of the cauldron from eight  

 

different directions.  

 



When the eight lines connected, a small, thumb-sized crimson flame rose within the cauldron.  

 

However, despite its small size, the temperature was absurdly high.  

 

The inner wall of the Divine Farmer’s Cauldron glowed red, and the temperature in the basement rose 

sharply.  

 

Unable to bear the scorching heat, Melody and Ken retreated about  

 

five meters away.  

 

Nash squinted at the small cluster of flames inside the Divine  

 

Farmer’s Cauldron.  

 

The Divine Farmer’s Cauldron had nine levels of elixir fire.  

 

In ascending order of intensity, they were red, orange, yellow, green, cyan, blue, purple, white, and 

black.  

 

The red flame was only the lowest level of elixir fire in the Divine Farmer’s Cauldron, but its temperature 

could rival that of a  

 

crematorium furnace.  

 

The eight golden lines on the inner wall of the Divine Farmer’s Cauldron formed an array to maintain the 

elixir fire.  

 

Once activated, the Divine Farmer’s Cauldron could automatically  

 



sustain the elixir fire.  

 

Nash picked up a piece of medicinal stone and tossed it into the  

 

Divine Farmer’s Cauldron.  

 

Medicinal stones were mineral stones with medicinal properties.  

 

These stones had extremely high melting points.  

 

The moment the medicinal stone fell into the cauldron, it exploded  

 

into fragments.  

 

The temperature was simply too high!  

 

Nash manipulated his true energy to reduce the fire’s intensity by half, causing the tiny flame, which was 

initially the thickness of a pinkie. finger, to shrink by half as well.  

 

The indoor temperature decreased significantly.  

 

Nash then picked up another piece of medicinal stone and threw it in.  

 

As soon as it touched the cauldron, it turned red-hot and melted into  

 

a liquid.  

 

Seeing this, Nash smiled in satisfaction.  

 



He proceeded to throw all the other medicinal stones into the cauldron. In just three minutes, all the 

medicinal stones had melted  

 

into a liquid.  

 

Nash once again formed hand seals to activate the elixir array of the  

 

Divine Farmer’s Cauldron.  

 

Eight wispy white halos rotated slowly inside the Divine Farmer’s  

 

Cauldron.  

 

The liquid from the medicinal stones was caught up in the rotation..  

 

After the medicinal stones had melted, the temperature had to bet  

 

lowered.  

 

Then, Nash reduced the size of the elixir fire by half again.  

 

Next, he melted the herbs.  

 

One precious herb after another was thrown into the Divine Farmer’s  

 

Cauldron.  

 

The herbs melted into a liquid.  

 



Meanwhile, the wispy white halos inside the Divine Farmer’s Cauldron  

 

continued to rotate.  

 

He waited until all the herbs melted into liquid.  

 

Once all the herbs had melted, Nash slightly increased the intensity of  

 

the elixir fire.  

 

The steps of alchemy were to melt the ingredients, refine them, melt the elixir, refine the pills, form the 

pills, and remove impurities.  

 

Even medicine had its poisonous side.  

 

Ordinary elixir fire could not completely remove impurities from medicinal pills.  

 

Even if the pills were made by masters, the elixir poison could not be completely eliminated.  

 

In small quantities, it would not have a significant effect, but if taken. in large quantities, it could cause 

irreversible damage to a cultivator’s  

 

foundation.  

 

It was like termites in wooden beams; one or two termites would not cause much harm, but if their 

numbers grew, they could devour the  

 

entire beam. 


